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Among the most annoying situations that can bug a user to certified madness, is windows crashing.
This is something that is known for chain occurrence. Simply put, once a crash happens, the
windows keep crashing innumerable times till the administrator locates what has gone wrong and
where. There are many reason why windows crash at the very first place. This mainly includes
hardware conflict, virus attacks, unstable power supply problems so on and so forth. Each of these
causes and many more contribute to malfunction of windows and eventual crash which repeats itself
indefinitely. With crash come loss of data and with loss of data comes the requirement of windows
recovery. Following the popularity and use of windows, and the calculated possibility of malfunction,
the experts have ensured that the users can access recovery softwares and tools as easily as they
would want. This is one thing that adds some hope to those users who have lost valuable data on
several windows crash.

The windows recovery disk is one of the many ways in which recovery can be aided. The disk
usually contains the backup for the *â€˜factory condition or favorable condition of a computer as
configured by an original equipment manufacturer or, end userâ€™ (*borrowed from Wikipedia). When
the window crashes, it is not in the perfect state that it originally was or, was configured by the end
user. With hazards like virus attacks, hardware conflict etc, the window functions unfavorably and
very unlike the condition it came in at first. the recovery disk contains the back up for the favorable
condition that can be restored in the crashed system and bring it back to proper functioning. The
windows recovery disk can reformat the hard drive, reinstall the operating system and preloaded
software as is required by the user.

Besides using the recovery disks there are other tools that can be used to ensure speedy recovery
of the crashed window. Windows recovery USB can also be put into good use for achieving
favorable results. The owners of net-pads can benefit a lot from this system of windows recovery.
Windows recovery CDs can also be used for similar purposes. All of the mentioned is an attempt
towards restoring the windows after it encounters difficulties and does not perform as it is supposed
to or, collapses owing to a complete breakdown. While it is possible for the windows to recover
completely using the USB, CD and the recovery disk, the owner will have to ensure that the process
is carried on with adherence to the instructions. If the case is all about reinstallation, then the
installation disks that had come initially with the computer can be good enough. But if the damage
has gone beyond mere reinstallation, softwares may be required to deal with the same. System
recovery is not a very simple task. However, with the use of appropriate tools, the crashed windows
can be made to function as good as new. One may have to purchase the recovery softwares / tools
from providers with a reasonable price.
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